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Abstract
Large language models (LLMs) have become an increasingly
important workload for cloud providers catering to both en-
terprise and consumer applications. LLM inference requests
from these applications have end-to-end latency SLOs that
must be adhered to in production settings. However, existing
LLM serving systems focus on optimization objectives such
as request serving throughput or request execution latency
rather than the end-to-end latency SLOs. Achieving end-to-
end SLOs for latency-sensitive requests is challenging due
to head-of-line (HOL) blocking in the request queue, which
results from bursty arrival rates and insufficient resources.

To address the above challenge, we propose QLM, a multi-
model queue management framework for LLM serving. QLM
uses stochastic programming to orchestrate the actions of
multiple LLM Serving Operations (LSOs) to reduce HOL
blocking and maximize SLO attainment. Specifically, QLM
uses the following LSOs: model swapping, request eviction,
GPU-CPU state swapping, load balancing, and warm model
start. Evaluation on heterogeneous GPU devices and mod-
els with real-world LLM serving dataset shows that QLM
improves SLO attainment by 40–90% and throughput by 20–
400% while maintaining or improving device utilization com-
pared to other state-of-the-art LLM serving systems.

1 Introduction

Motivation. The emergence of large language models (LLMs)
such as OpenAI GPT-4 and Google Gemini has enabled a
wide range of novel AI applications [3,56,58], including chat-
bots and coding assistants. Consequently, serving LLMs has
become an increasingly critical workload, catering to both
enterprise and consumer applications with service-level objec-
tives (SLOs) on end-to-end latency [20, 37, 53]. However, ex-
isting LLM-serving systems [21,25,38,45,48,49,55,57] focus
on optimization objectives such as request serving throughput,
device utilization, or request execution latency rather than ad-
dressing SLOs on the end-to-end latency, which encompasses
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Figure 1: QLM nearly eliminates HOL blocking time in both
single and multi-model serving scenarios and enables SLO
attainment for batch and latency-sensitive applications.

both request execution time and waiting time. Optimizing end-
to-end latency SLOs is critical as it is the prime metric valued
by the customers using LLM inferencing services [30, 31].

When maximizing end-to-end latency SLO attainment, min-
imizing request waiting time is just as important as execution
time due to the presence of request queues. Request queues
fill up when the serving throughput is unable to match the high
and bursty arrival rates of the incoming requests [53]. The is-
sue of increasing request queue sizes is further exacerbated by
device shortage and the need to serve multiple fine-tuned het-
erogeneous models with varying sizes [24], resulting in high
cold start time [12] and low device utilization [62]. Latency-
sensitive requests with strict SLOs may wait longer in the
queue because of head-of-line (HOL) blocking, leading to
potential SLO violations. Figure 1 (left) shows that requests
can suffer from HOL blocking in both single and multi-model
serving using production LLM-serving traces [36] (labeled
as “vLLM”, a state-of-the-art LLM serving system).
Our Work. Fundamentally, HOL blocking can be alleviated
by reordering the requests in the waiting queue and assigning
requests to appropriate devices. In the LLM serving context,
this assignment and reordering can be mapped to LLM serving
operations (LSOs) such as request pulling, request eviction,
load balancing, GPU-CPU state swap, and model warm start.
To orchestrate these LSOs and maximize SLO attainment, we
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introduce QLM, a multi-model queue management system.
Figure 1 (right) shows that QLM maximizes SLO attainment
for both latency-sensitive and batch jobs in a multi-model
serving workload setup. QLM leverages two major ideas in
its queue management framework:
(a) Virtual Queue Abstraction: Previous work tends to opti-

mize LSOs separately and in an ad-hoc manner [15, 46, 54].
An LLM serving framework that systematically investigates
the trade-offs amongst multiple LSOs for SLO attainment
is missing to date. To bridge this gap, QLM introduces the
concept of virtual queues that represent the dynamic order
and assignment of requests to be served, which provides a
necessary abstraction for optimizing LSO actions. Moreover,
selecting optimal LSOs per request is an NP-hard decision
problem that will not meet the acceptable overhead of exe-
cuting requests in production (e.g., < 10 ms per request). To
reduce the complexity of the decision problem, QLM uses re-
quest groups, where requests that share the same performance
characteristics are grouped together, and decisions are taken
per request group instead of per request.
(b) Plan Generator and Request Completion Time (RCT)

Estimator: When making decisions on request group ordering
in the virtual queues, the two key metrics that need to be esti-
mated are the request waiting time and execution time. How-
ever, estimating these metrics is challenging because the exe-
cution time for a request depends on its output token length,
which is unknown apriori before executing the request [21]
(i.e., stochastic in nature). QLM models this stochastic nature
and estimates the waiting and execution time distributions
using a Request Completion Time (RCT) estimator (described
in Section 6). Finally, QLM uses a Plan Generator (described
in Section 7) that leverages the completion time distribution
of request groups to create an optimal ordering and assign-
ment of request groups onto the virtual queues to maximize
SLO attainment. Because the key variables in the optimiza-
tion, output token length and completion times are stochastic
variables, the plan generator is based on a stochastic program-
ming solver. In comparison, other ML serving systems such
as Clockwork [16] and SHEPHERD [60] use variations of
linear programming solvers because the request completion
time and waiting time are deterministic for traditional ML
models (e.g., ResNet).
In summary, QLM enables the translation of end-to-end per-

request latency SLOs into backend LSO actions using a com-
bination of virtual queues, stochastic modeling of queue dy-
namics (in RCT estimator), and stochastic programming (in
plan generator).
Results. We demonstrate QLM on our internal production-
grade version of vLLM [21] as the backend LLM-serving
system. QLM supports the following five basic LSOs (see
Section 5 for details): (1) Request Pulling from the global
waiting queue into the running batch in the GPU, (2) Request
Eviction from the running batch back into the waiting queue,
(3) GPU-CPU Swapping for the internal LLM state, (4) Model

Warm Start from CPU memory instead of disk, and (5) Load
Balancing across multiple LLM model instances.

We evaluate QLM on three popular LLMs of varying sizes
(i.e., Mistral-7B [19], Vicuna-13B [5], and Llama-70B [50])
on heterogeneous GPU clusters with NVIDIA A10 and A100
GPUs. We adopt workloads from a real-world LLM dataset:
ShareGPT [43] using setups derived from our production
requirements. Our experiments demonstrate the following
major improvements with QLM:
(1) SLO Attainment: QLM achieves 40–90% higher SLO
attainment compared to the vanilla vLLM serving system and
50–90% higher SLO attainment compared to traditional ML
serving systems like SHEPHERD,
(2) Request Throughput: QLM improves the request through-
put in a multi-model serving system by 400% on average
and in a single-model serving system by 20% on average
compared to other LLM serving systems, and
(3) LSO Ablation Study: QLM demonstrates that all LSOs
contribute to SLO attainment and throughput improvement.
Notably, we find that model warm start improves through-
put by 300% in multi-model serving, and request eviction
improves SLO attainment by 80% in single-model serving.

2 Background

2.1 LLM Inference
Inference Primer. An inference process starts from a request
(prompt) with a list of input tokens (x1, . . . ,xn). The LLM
generates a list of output tokens (xn+1, . . . ,xn+T ). Due to the
autoregressive pattern, the LLM can only generate new tokens
one by one, and the generation process of each new token de-
pends on all the previous tokens in that sequence, specifically
their key and value vectors. In this sequential generation pro-
cess, the key and value vectors of existing tokens are cached
for generating future tokens, known as KV cache.

Therefore, given a LLM request prompt, the generation
computation can be decomposed into two phases: (1) A
prefill stage takes the whole user prompt (x1, . . . ,xn) as in-
put and computes the probability of the first output token
P(xn+1|x1, . . . ,xn). (2) A decoding stage (autoregressive gen-
eration) generates the remaining output tokens sequentially.
At iteration t, the model takes one token xn+t as input and
computes the probability P(xn+t+1|x1, . . . ,xn+t) with the key
vectors k1, . . . ,kn+t and value vectors v1, . . . ,vn+t . This phase
completes when an end-of-sequence (<eos>) token is emitted.
Continuous Batching. During LLM inference, the decoding
stage is memory-bound, as loading model weights from mem-
ory takes longer than computation. Therefore, state-of-the-art
LLM serving systems like vLLM [21], Orca [57], Tensor-
RT [48] and TGI [49] employ continuous batching with itera-
tive scheduling to enable dynamic addition of requests to a
batch as soon as others have finished generation.
PagedAttention. Static allocation of the KV cache can result
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Figure 2: Interaction between LLM applications and a multi-
model LLM serving system.

in significant memory waste as the KV cache grows dynam-
ically during the decoding stage. PagedAttention [21] intro-
duces the idea of managing the KV cache, like OS memory,
via pages and enabling dynamic allocation. Such dynamic
allocation prevents fragmentation and enables nearly 100%
utilization of GPU memory and furthers throughput improve-
ment when combined with continuous batching [21].

2.2 LLM Serving Systems
Figure 2 shows the typical workflow of an LLM serving sys-
tem. User-facing applications such as chatbots, log process-
ing, and recommenders have specific end-to-end latency SLO
requirements [4, 20, 37, 39]. When interacting with LLMs,
each application generates requests that consist of the input
prompts and associated metadata (e.g., model type and SLO
value) to the LLM serving system. For example, chatbots re-
quire requests to complete by a deadline (e.g., p99 completion
time <10s [14]), and batch jobs like log processing have a
more relaxed SLO. Note that end-to-end SLOs do not specify
per-token metrics such as time per output token (TPOT) or
time to first token (TTFT) [10] as they cannot be directly
translated to the application’s latency requirements.

These requests are then served by an LLM serving sys-
tem such as vLLM [21], TGI [49], and Nvidia Triton [51]
that implement state-of-the-art inference optimizations such
as continuous batching and paged attention. However, even
though these systems are optimized for high throughput serv-
ing, served requests can suffer from head-of-line (HOL) block-
ing [38, 52] when the request arrival rate exceeds the LLM
serving system throughput [53]. In such cases, request queues
would form, and requests with strict SLOs at the end of the
queue would have to wait for earlier requests to complete,
resulting in potential SLO violations.

Managing these request queues is further complicated by
the growth of specialized, fine-tuned models [18, 44] for
various LLM-augmented applications. For example, Code
Llama [42] is fine-tuned for coding assistance, and Llama-
chat [50] is fine-tuned for chatbots. As maintaining a stan-
dalone LLM serving system for each of these models can be
expensive, they often have to be multiplexed together sharing
the same serving system [6,22,25,44]. However, serving mul-
tiple heterogeneous models with variable sizes results in high
cold start time (that is needed for loading the model to the

device memory) and low device utilization.
LLM serving systems have to manage these requests and

models with limited devices through various backend LLM
serving operations (LSOs) as defined in Def. 2.4 such as re-
quest eviction [54], load balancing [15], and GPU-CPU state
swap [46], in order to meet the SLO requirements. Managing
these LSOs can be complex because of (1) their inter-depen-
dency with each other, and (2) the auto-regressive nature of
LLMs where the length of output tokens is highly variable.

2.3 QLM Definitions
Before we present the motivation and characterization study,
below are definitions of the terms that we use.

Definition 2.1. Request: Each request consists of the prompt
(i.e., input tokens) and its associated metadata (e.g., model
type). Requests arrive at varying rates and burstiness, leading
to request queues with dynamically changing sizes.

Definition 2.2. SLO: Each request arrives with a service-
level objective (SLO) value that enforces the end-to-end time
required to complete the request (request waiting time and
execution time) [30]. Note that SLOs in QLM are defined per
query and not per token (e.g., TPOT or TTFT [10]). End-to-
end request completion time is the prime metric valued by the
customers using LLM inferencing services [30, 31] as it can
be directly converted into downstream application SLOs.

Definition 2.3. LLM Serving Instance: An LLM serving
system1 is capable of hosting LLM models by providing the
necessary infrastructure and resources to load the models
into memory and respond to requests. QLM is compatible
with existing LLM serving systems such as vLLM [21] and
TGI [49]. An LLM serving instance is composed of the LLM
serving system and an LLM model that is being served.

Definition 2.4. LLM Serving Operations (LSOs): In each
LLM serving instance, the models and requests in the queue
are managed by the LLM serving operations (LSOs). Ex-
amples of LSOs include request eviction [54], load balanc-
ing [15], GPU-CPU state swap [46]. Each LSO can trigger an
action that either depends on or alters the state of the request
queue (see Section 5 for details).

2.4 Motivation and Characterization
To meet end-to-end application SLOs, it is critical to under-
stand (1) the impact of LLM autoregressive patterns on the
request completion time, (2) the complex interrelationship
among individual LSOs, and (3) how end-to-end SLOs can
be translated to actions for backend LSOs.

1The difference between an LLM serving system and an LLM serving
instance is similar to JAVA classes and objects. For example, vLLM is an
LLM serving system while vLLM with a loaded model like Llama 70B is an
instance of the LLM serving system.
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We characterize the performance of a state-of-the-art LLM
serving system, vLLM [21], augmented with various LSOs
to motivate the design of QLM. We use ShareGPT [43] and
Azure LLM serving traces [36] from production environments.
We present three key insights below.
Insight #1: Request waiting times can be accurately es-
timated with analytical methods. While individual request
completion times in LLM inference can vary significantly,
the average waiting time for a request in the queue is pre-
dictable. The waiting time can be estimated by dividing the
total number of output tokens for requests ahead in the queue
with the token generation throughput. Both average number
of output tokens and throughput can be estimated by profil-
ing the workload over time. We empirically find that these
statistics do not change significantly for a workload and hence
can be assumed constant. We validate the above waiting time
estimation formula using real-world traces [36, 43]. Figure 3
illustrates this linear relationship between waiting time and
queue position when serving requests for three varying-sized
LLMs on NVIDIA A100 GPUs. Additionally, we find that
the estimator is highly accurate with a coefficient of deter-
mination (R2) of 0.99 (out of 1.0). In Section 6, we extend
this estimator further to support request completion times
estimation.
Insight #2: Selecting the optimal LSO depends on the model
and hardware setup. When multiple LSOs are enabled for
LLM inference, there can be conflicts between the goals of
two LSOs. For example, when a request is blocked in the
queue due to out-of-capacity on the GPU device serving the
running batch, two LSOs can be used to allow immediate
execution: request eviction and GPU-CPU state swapping.
This choice primarily depends upon the trade-off between
available CPU memory and the model/hardware-dependent
computation cost of swapping vs. eviction. If additional mem-
ory consumption per KV cache token is lower relative to
the KV recomputation time, then GPU-CPU state swapping
would become preferable (and vice-versa).

To demonstrate this trade-off, we perform experiments
with varying-sized models on NVIDIA A100 GPUs. Figure 4

shows the request throughput and CPU memory usage across
these experiments. For models such as Mistral-7B, swapping
increases request throughput by∼20% with a relatively small
CPU memory overhead of 20 GB. On the other hand, for mod-
els such as Vicuna-13B, swapping increases CPU memory
requirements by 8.4× (from 26 GB to 220 GB) with negligible
throughput benefit. Therefore, the optimal LSO selection in
this example would be to prefer eviction for Vicuna-13B and
state swapping for Mistral-7B.
Insight #3: Multiple LSOs can work together to attain SLOs
while improving serving throughput. While some LSOs can
have conflicting actuation actions (as shown in Insight #2),
others, such as model swapping and request pulling, can work
together to attain end-to-end latency SLOs while improving
the throughput of the LLM serving system. Consider the
case where each LSO is being optimized independently. The
optimal request pulling strategy is to use the Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) scheduling to achieve the maximum number of
requests that meet their SLOs. However, this assumes that the
model swapping cost is negligible. Frequent model swaps can
happen (similar to thrashing) if multiple models are served to
time share the same GPU devices, leading to SLO violations
due to longer completion times to drain the queue and a drop
in throughput. For example, consider the case illustrated in
Figure 5. Requests with varying SLOs arrive in the queue,
and they are placed by an EDF policy, causing multiple model
swaps and substantially higher time to drain the entire request
queue. Specifically, we find that across models and GPUs,
the time required to serve all requests in the queue (i.e., the
queue drain time) is substantially higher for the EDF policy
compared to an Oracle policy that groups requests from the
same model together to prevent the overhead of repetitive
model swaps.

3 QLM Design Overview

QLM aims to maximize the end-to-end latency SLOs by pro-
viding a translation layer between the SLOs and the actions
for the LLM Serving Operations (LSOs).
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3.1 Lifecycle of a Request in QLM

To explain the design of QLM (as shown in Figure 6), we first
walk through the lifecycle of a request generated from appli-
cations to completion. LLM-augmented applications generate
requests that are received at the QLM API gateway. These
requests are added to a global queue where they wait until
being served. To prevent the global queue from being a single
point of failure, it is implemented with a distributed message
broker such as RabbitMQ [40] that provides the requisite fault
tolerance and consistency properties.
Formation of Request Groups. Each request is grouped with
other requests that share common performance characteristics
(such as model type, SLO value, and token distribution) to
form Request Groups. This converts the complexity of the
optimization problem from per-request level to per-request-
group level. By doing so, it alleviates the scalability chal-
lenges and lowers optimization overheads. Request grouping
criteria and details are described in Section 4.
Assigning Request Groups to Virtual Queues. Requests in
a request group are then assigned to a Virtual Queue, repre-
senting a waiting queue for an LLM serving instance in the
cluster. The introduction of virtual queues creates a common
abstraction for setting the actions of backend LSOs. The or-
dering of the request groups in a virtual queue determines the
execution ordering of the requests on the corresponding LLM
serving instance. We refer readers to Section 4 for virtual
queue formation and Section 5 for the translation from virtual
queue ordering to LSO actions.
Virtual Queue Reordering for SLO Attainment Maximiza-
tion. While requests are assigned to virtual queues in a first-
come-first-serve manner, request groups in a virtual queue are
reordered to maximize the SLO attainment for all requests
being served. At the core of SLO attainment maximization are
QLM’s request completion time (RCT) estimator (see Section
6) and plan generator (see Section 7).
Request Execution. Each request, when being moved to the
head of the virtual queue, will be executed on the LLM serving
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instance, and the output will be returned to the application.
This completes the lifecycle of a request.

We illustrate the rationale of QLM’s design choices and
workflow in the next section (Section 3.2).

3.2 QLM Design Principles

We highlight the major design principles underpinning QLM,
derived from large-scale production LLM serving workload
requirements at a major cloud provider.
Design Principle #1: Scaling to a high request arrival rate
and burstiness. QLM must be able to handle a high volume
of requests for SLO attainment without the overhead that
compromises the serving throughput. Existing model-serving
frameworks that leverage optimization techniques such as
linear programming have exponential or cubical complexity,
which limits the scalability to larger workloads and longer
queues. QLM instead introduces request groups (see Section
4) to reduce the input space of the optimization solvers, thus
lowering the computational overhead and enabling scalability.
Design Principle #2: Handling a diverse set of LSOs with
complex inter-relationships. In Section 2.4 (Insight #2 and
Insight #3), we demonstrate that multiple LSOs can either
conflict with each other or have a synergistic effect to enhance
overall serving performance. To attain model-serving latency
SLOs, it is thus critical to translate an end-to-end SLO to
the appropriate backend LSO actions. QLM models these
complex inter-relationships with a two-step approach. First,
virtual queues (see Section 4) enable the necessary abstraction
to enable actions for multiple backend LSOs. Second, the plan
generator (see Section 7) models the impact of ordering on
multiple LSOs with a stochastic programming solver. We
specifically prefer a stochastic programming solver over other
optimization methods because it: (1) allows us to represent
the stochastic nature of LLM’s autoregressive generation, and
(2) systematically considers various constraints introduced by
multiple LSOs.
Design Principle #3: Handling heterogeneous models and
hardware device configurations. LLM serving workloads
consist of diverse model types with vastly different compu-
tational requirements, SLOs, and token length distributions.
Hardware device configurations are also heterogeneous in
terms of computing power, GPU memory capacity, and GPU-
CPU memory bandwidth. To efficiently map LLM requests to
the appropriate hardware resources, QLM’s plan generator has
to consider each device’s computing power, memory capacity,
and memory bandwidth. The RCT estimator (see Section 6)
estimates this impact of heterogeneity for the plan generator.
The profiling costs for the RCT estimator are minimal, only
a single batch run for a given combination of request group
and GPU device is needed. Hence, QLM does not require
significant training when adding new LLM models or GPU
devices into the serving cluster.
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Algorithm 1 Request Group Creation
1: groups← kMeansClustering(requests)
2: for i← 1 to length(groups) do
3: if groups[i].size()> avg_batch_size×δ then
4: newGroups← groups[i].splitHal f ()
5: groups.append(newGroups)
6: end if
7: end for

4 Virtual Queues

In this section, we describe the concept of virtual queues
and the process of classifying LLM requests into request
groups and assigning request groups to virtual queues. QLM’s
virtual queues draw inspiration from virtual output queu-
ing (VOQ) [32, 47], a popular architecture used in network
switches to address head-of-line blocking.

Definition 4.1. Request Group: Each request group is a col-
lection of multiple requests that are relatively homogeneous,
i.e., sharing similar performance demand or requirement char-
acteristics. We identify that input/output token distributions,
model type, and SLO values are sufficient for the RCT esti-
mator (as explained in Section 6).

Definition 4.2. Virtual Queues: Each virtual queue is a se-
quence of request groups that denotes the relative order in
which requests will be served. There is a one-to-one mapping
between an LLM serving instance and a virtual queue.

By creating the abstraction of request groups and virtual
queues, the ordering of request groups in a virtual queue
allows QLM to configure actions for multiple downstream
LSOs to attain end-to-end latency SLOs for the LLM-serving
requests in a scalable manner (described in Section 5).
Request Group Creation. Request groups are created in two
steps: (i) clustering similar requests based on Def. 4.1, and
(ii) splitting large request groups. Algorithm 1 describes the
request group creation process. The parameters identified for
the request grouping include model types, input/output to-
ken distribution, and SLO values. Grouped requests based on
such parameters exhibit predictable request completion time
distribution (compared to that of each individual request) as
explained in Section 6. Additionally, we also limit the size of
each request group to a small multiple (δ) of batch size. We re-
fer the reader to Section 8.3 for the trade-off analysis between
overhead and decision-making granularity: (1) Larger request
groups would decrease the number of request groups and thus
the overhead of the plan generation; (2) However, restricting
the size of request groups is beneficial as it allows for more
fine-grained decisions. Since requests within a request group
are relatively homogeneous, QLM treats the ordering of the
requests within a group using a first-come-first-serve (FCFS)
policy.
Handling New Incoming Requests. As new requests join
the global queue, they are classified into the existing request

groups, and the RCT estimator calculation (Section 6) is trig-
gered to find out whether any SLOs are being violated. Upon
any SLO violation, the plan generator (Section 7) is called to
reorder the request groups in the virtual queues to maximize
SLO attainment given the current states (estimations).
Fault Tolerance in Queue Management. QLM only stores a
single replica of the requests and their metadata in the global
queue, which avoids the need to maintain consistency between
multiple queues. The global queue is implemented using a
distributed message queue broker such as RabbitMQ [40] that
provides the necessary replication, fault tolerance, and persis-
tence mechanisms. The data structure that implements virtual
queues records orderings of subsets of requests in the global
queue. These virtual queues are implemented as lightweight
data structures that maintain pointers or references to the
actual requests stored in the global queue. By using virtual
queues, QLM can achieve the following: (1) Fault Isolation:
If an LLM serving instance fails, only the corresponding vir-
tual queue is affected, and the remaining virtual queues can
continue processing requests without interruption. Request
groups from the lost virtual queue are assigned to other virtual
queues using the plan generator. (2) Consistency: Since the
actual requests are stored in the global queue, virtual queues
can be reconstructed or reassigned without compromising the
consistency of the request data.

5 LLM Serving Operations

The LLM serving instances serve requests from the corre-
sponding virtual queue and execute backend LSO actions
when necessary. The LSOs by themselves are merely action
actuators, and the intelligence required to configure when and
which action to set comes from the virtual queue ordering set
by the plan generator (as described in Section 7).

Fig. 7 shows the five basic LSOs that QLM currently sup-
ports. A QLM agent resident on each LLM serving instance
monitors the virtual queue ordering and converts it into LSO
actions. When the virtual queue state changes or new requests
are added, QLM agents initiate request pulling and load bal-
ancing. Similarly, when the head request group changes, the
QLM agent initiates request eviction or GPU-CPU state swap.
Model warm start is initiated by the QLM agent for models
at the head of the virtual queue. Each of these LSOs modifies
the internal state of the LLM serving instance, which includes
the running batch of requests, KV cache store, and model
weights. Below, we describe each of these LSOs in detail and
their action setup based on the virtual queue ordering.
Request Pulling ( 1 in Fig. 7). Request pulling refers to the
operation that dequeues the requests in the virtual queue us-
ing a pull-based model and adds it to the running batch, i.e.,
whenever the total tokens of the running batch are below the
GPU capacity, a pull signal is issued to retrieve a request from
the global queue. The exact pulled request is determined by
the request group at the head of the virtual queue. Within the
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Figure 7: Basic LLM serving operations (LSOs) for an LLM-
serving instance that a QLM agent manages.

head request group, requests are ordered in an FCFS man-
ner, therefore the first request to join the head request group
would be the first to be dequeued from the virtual queue and
added to the GPU’s running batch. Note that request pulling
is insufficient to immediately serve a request with a low SLO
value (i.e., stricter SLO) because a pull operation to the virtual
queue can only happen if spare token capacity exists on the
GPU device (i.e., without head-of-line blocking).
Request Eviction ( 2 in Fig. 7). As request pulling by it-
self may not be sufficient to enable the immediate serving of
requests with low SLO values due to head-of-the-line block-
ing, QLM also supports request eviction. Request eviction is
invoked when the RCT estimator detects an SLO violation,
and the plan generator replaces an existing request group by
placing a request group at the head of the virtual queue. In
request eviction, requests of the head request group are pulled
into the running batch based on available capacity, and pre-
viously running requests are evicted (back) into the global
queue. As each request is evicted, it loses its KV cache, which
needs to be regenerated in the future. However, the regenera-
tion process is faster than the original prompt generation as
the output tokens generated so far are appended to the input
prompt to generate the remaining output tokens. Therefore,
the original prefill and multiple decode steps are replaced by
a single prefill step.
GPU-CPU State Swapping ( 3 in Fig. 7). Request evic-
tion requires repeating the prefill step when re-executing the
evicted requests, leading to repetitive and redundant compu-
tation. The prefill step could be costly for less powerful GPU
hardware or complicated model types. An alternative to re-
quest eviction is to migrate the KV cache of evicted requests
into the CPU memory. However, the GPU-to-CPU memory
bandwidth is typically at least 10× less than the GPU memory
bandwidth, and if the evicted request has a large KV cache, it
leads to significant transfer overhead and consequent perfor-
mance degradation. QLM hides this performance degradation
using the asynchronous GPU memory copy available in most
GPU programming libraries. As an alternative to request evic-
tion, GPU-CPU state swapping can also be invoked when the
head request group is updated.
Load Balancing ( 4 in Fig. 7). As each LLM serving in-
stance is associated with a separate virtual queue, the plan

generator’s assignment of request groups to a virtual queue
inherently performs load balancing. Each instance would only
pull from its associated virtual queue, thus ensuring the dis-
tribution of requests across all the serving instances. Note
that QLM does not implement preemptive load balancing,
i.e., once request groups start executing on an LLM serving
instance, they cannot be migrated to another instance.
Model Warm Start ( 5 in Fig. 7). Each LLM serving instance
can serve multiple models by switching the underlying model
weights and flushing out the KV cache. QLM assumes a two-
tier hierarchy of memory and disk storage. Therefore, any
model that needs to be served from the LLM model registry
(located in the storage) has to undergo two distinct swaps:
(1) Storage-CPU swapping: The model is first swapped from
the LLM model registry to CPU memory, and (2) CPU-GPU
swapping: The model located in the CPU memory is swapped
into GPU memory for inferencing. QLM is able to decide the
state of each model by checking the virtual queue order. The
model for the head request of the virtual queue is currently
active and should be placed in the GPU memory. Models
present later in the virtual queue are warm and placed in the
CPU memory until all the CPU memory is exhausted. The
remaining models (cold models) are not swapped out from
the LLM model registry (located in the storage).
LSO Implementation. We implement the abovementioned
LSOs on top of vLLM, a state-of-the-art LLM serving sys-
tem. QLM agents are responsible for triggering each LSO
action. Request pulling and load balancing are implemented
by async pull calls to the virtual queues when there is spare
token capacity on the LLM serving instance. Request evic-
tion and GPU-CPU state swapping require instrumentation to
the vLLM scheduler. In each iteration, the vLLM scheduler
attempts to generate a new token for all the running requests
and preempts any request that exceeds the total GPU capacity.
At the end of an iteration, QLM agent checks if either request
eviction or state swapping is required and performs the op-
eration. For both operations, current requests are removed
from the running batch to make space for the incoming re-
quests at the head of the virtual queue. For request eviction,
the scheduler only saves the output tokens generated, and for
state swapping, it uses an asynchronous GPU transfer of the
KV cache. Model swapping into the GPU is implemented
by changing the underlying model of the vLLM instance and
flushing out the KV cache.

6 Request Completion Time (RCT) Estimator

For requests within each request group, the RCT estimator
leverages a Bayesian statistical approach to generate probabil-
ity distributions of the completion times and waiting times. To
create such RCT estimator, we extend the estimator described
in Section 2.4 further by accounting for the variance per re-
quest in completion times. The process is explained below
with variable definitions listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Glossary of symbols used in the RCT estimator.

Symbol Description

Cq Completion time for a request q
Wq Request waiting time for a request q
P Prefill time for a request

Dq Total decode time for a request q
Oq Number of output tokens for a request q
Θ Token generation throughput
ε Inefficiency factor due to continuous batching
d Decode time per output token

As shown in Equation 1, the total completion time equals
the sum of the waiting time (Wq), prefill time (P), and total
decode time across all the output tokens (Dq) for a request q.

Cq =Wq +P+Dq (1)

Estimating Prefill Time. The prefill time P is typically con-
stant per model type as it is a highly parallel GPU-accelerated
operation whose time increases minimally as the number of
input tokens increases. Experiments show that the latency
increase from additional input tokens is 100× less compared
to the latency increase from each additional output token [2].
Therefore, the major distribution terms that still remain to be
estimated are the waiting time (Wq) and decode time (Dq).
Estimating Waiting Time. As token generation throughput
has a low variance due to continuous batching (characterized
in Insight #1 Section 2.4), we consider the token generation
throughput (Θ) to be constant throughout the token generation
process. Therefore, the total waiting time for a single request
can be represented by Equation 2 by dividing the number of
tokens ahead (∑q−1

i=1 Oi) in the queue by the token generation
throughput (Θ) where i denotes each of the q−1 requests in
the queue ahead of the request we model.

Wq =
q−1

∑
i=1

Oi

Θ
(2)

Note that we do not know the number of output tokens ahead
of time (that requires the knowledge of the output sequence
for all requests in the waiting queue), so we model them as a
normal distribution (as shown in Equation 3) with the mean
µo and standard deviation σo fitted from the offline dataset of
the request input-output history for the request group that the
request q belongs to.

Oq ∼ N(µo,σo) (3)

Estimating Decode Time. We compute the total decode time
using Equation 4.

Dq = Oq× ε×d (4)

If GPU memory was not a constraint, the decode steps would
not be interrupted, and the total decode time would simply be
the product of the number of output tokens (Oq) and decode
time per output token (d). However, LLM serving systems

Table 2: Glossary of symbols used in the stochastic program-
ming solver.

Symbol Description

g ∈G The g-th virtual queue (VQ) in all virtual queues G
i ∈ I The i-th request group (RG) in all request groups I

j Virtual queue position in [0,L−1] with queue length L
xg,i, j Binary decision variable for assignment of RG i to VQ g
ctg, j Request group completion time
mg, j The model assignment on the j-th position of VQ g
tg, j Binary variable for switching the model to serve on VQ g
S Swap time associated with loading a new model into GPU memory

slog, j SLO preservation rate serving the j-th model on VQ g
pg, j Penalty for SLO violation serving the j-th model on VQ g

cannot ensure this ideal behavior due to continuous batching.
As requests are added continuously (due to iteration-level
scheduling) to the GPU’s running batch, some requests in-
evitably exceed the total GPU memory capacity limit and have
to be temporarily preempted. This leads to inefficiency in the
generation process that we capture with the inefficiency fac-
tor ε, i.e., a constant multiplied by the decode time per token
that captures the inefficiency associated with the generation
process.

Finally, to estimate the completion time of the entire re-
quest group (Equation 5), we need to take the max of all the
completion times of individual requests.

C = max
q

Cq (5)

Offline Profiling. There are two independent profiling steps
required for the RCT estimator: (a) Workload Profiling: sam-
ples multiple requests from the workload to generate a distri-
bution for input and output tokens, and (b) Hardware Profiling:
requires running the model with a single batch of requests on
the specific GPU. Fixed variables associated with the model,
such as the prefill time (P), decode time per iteration (d), and
inefficiency factor (ε), are obtained during hardware profiling
by logging metrics from the LLM serving instance.

7 Plan Generator

The plan generator is invoked by the RCT estimator when an
SLO violation is likely to occur. Upon invocation, the plan
generator runs a stochastic programming model to reorder the
virtual queues that decide underlying LSO actions to max-
imize SLO attainment. Details on how the queue ordering
leads to the selection and actuation of LSO actions in each
LLM serving instance are defined in Section 5. The plan gen-
erator uses a stochastic program solver because it: (a) allows
handling non-determinism by representing request group com-
pletion times as distributions, and (b) offers a systematic way
to model various constraints associated with SLOs, model
swapping times, and hardware heterogeneity. In this section,
we present the stochastic programming model with its defined
variables listed in Table 2.
Overall Modeling Approach. The goal of the stochastic pro-
gramming solver is to find an assignment of request groups
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to the virtual queues so that all SLOs are met. To model SLO
attainment, we define a penalty term for each request group,
which is the difference between completion time and SLO
value. If SLOs are met, all penalty terms would be smaller
than 0. Given the SLOs as the inputs to the stochastic pro-
gramming model, we obtain the request group completion
time estimation from the RCT estimator (see Section 6) to
estimate the defined penalty terms. The completion time for
a request group is the sum of the waiting time for request
groups ahead in the virtual queue (from Equation 2), the com-
pletion time for the request group (from Equation 5), and
swap times associated with transferring model weights into
GPU memory. 2 Note that effects associated with hardware
and model heterogeneity (such as token throughput and evic-
tion vs. swap) that impact request group completion time are
captured by the RCT estimator profiling.
Mathematical Definitions of Constraints. Now, we describe
each of the constraints mathematically in further detail. We as-
sume that each virtual queue can have a maximum length, and
every request group is assigned to one of the positions in the
virtual queue. Equation 6 models request group assignment
to a position in the virtual queue.

∑
g

∑
j

xg,i, j = 1∀i ∑
i

xg,i, j = 1∀g, j (6)

Each request group has a one-to-one mapping with a position
in a virtual queue. If there are empty positions, we assign
them “empty” request groups to match request groups and
virtual queue capacity.

Each position in the virtual queue would have a correspond-
ing model and SLO based on Equation 6. This assignment is
captured with Equation 7 and Equation 8.

mg, j = ∑
i

modelsi× xg,i, j∀g, j (7)

slog, j = ∑
i

slosi× xg,i, j∀g, j (8)

The transition between two different models is captured in
Equation 9. While inequalities cannot be directly modeled as
constraints, we apply the standard big-M method to reduce it
further [7].

tg, j = (mg, j−1 ̸= mg, j)∀g, j (9)

The cumulative completion times of all positions in the
virtual queue would be the sum of waiting time, completion
times, and swap times as represented in Equation 10. We
assume a constant conservative estimate of swap time, but
this can be further improved in future work.

ctg, j = ∑
i

j−1

∑
k

Wg,i× xg,i,k +
j−1

∑
k

tg,k×S+∑
i

Cg,i× xg,i, j∀g, j

(10)

2We measure swap times from model load time profiling.

Note that completion times are a stochastic variable as group
completion times Cg,i are represented with a probability dis-
tribution (i.e., C from Equation 5).

The penalty for completion times would simply be the
difference between the completion time and the SLO value,
as shown in Equation 11.

pg, j = ctg, j− slog, j∀g, j (11)

The final constraint is that all penalty values should be less
than 0 (i.e., all SLOs are satisfied) with a high probability.

P(pg, j ≤ 0)> ∆∀g, j (12)

Optimization Goal. The stochastic programming model aims
to minimize the total penalty for SLO violations.

min(∑
g

∑
j

E[pg, j]) (13)

8 Evaluation

Our experiments address the following research questions:
(a) QLM performance with respect to SLO attainment and

request throughput in multi-model serving (Section 8.1)
and single-model serving (Section 8.2),

(b) Contribution of each LSO to QLM performance,
(c) Accuracy of the RCT estimator in request completion

time estimation on production LLM serving traces,
(d) Robustness analysis of QLM to hardware heterogeneity,

token distributions, burstiness, and request group size
regarding LLM-serving performance (Section 8.3), and

(e) Overhead of using QLM with increasing queue sizes.
Experiment Setup. We evaluate QLM on multiple varying-
sized open-source LLMs: Mistral-7B [19], Vicuna-13B [5],
and Llama-70B [50]. Our test cluster consists of 80–100
GPUs of two types: NVIDIA A10 (24 GB memory) and
NVIDIA A100 (80 GB memory). The setup represents both
model and device heterogeneity. To evaluate the benefit of
QLM, we consider the following three baseline mechanisms:
(1) EDF (Earliest Deadline First): Requests are sorted by
their SLO values such that requests with the smallest SLO
values are at the front of the virtual queue, (2) vLLM [21]: Re-
quests use the default first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheduler
in vLLM, and (3) SHEPHERD [60]: Requests use dynamic
batching and an ILP formulation for ordering and placement.
Note that SHEPHERD cannot be easily extended to work
with continuous batching as the LP formulation assumes fixed
batches with deterministic execution times.
Workloads. We consider the following four workloads that
are derived from the requirements of a production cloud ser-
vice provider: [WA] (Multi-Model) Requests to different
models arrive at the queue, and the number of served mod-
els is larger than the number of corresponding LLM serving
instances. Consequently, more than one model needs to be
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throughput .
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study.

multiplexed on the same LLM serving instance. Additionally,
based on our insights from production request patterns, we
assume that > 50% of models are “tail models”, i.e., they are
not used often and only occasionally need to be swapped in
place of the frequently used models. Each request type has var-
ied SLO requirements based on the downstream application
requirements. For example, latency-sensitive services have
a completion time SLO <30s, and batch jobs have SLOs in
the order of several minutes. While our choice of SLO values
is motivated by production requirements, we also provide ro-
bustness analysis for alternative SLO values in Appendix A.1.
[WB] (Single-Model) Requests to a single model arrive at
the request queue, and no model swapping is required. Sim-
ilar to WA, these requests have multiple SLOs dependent on
the underlying application. [WC] (MegaPrompt) The request
workload consists of several “mega prompts” in addition to
the workload from WA. These mega prompts have a large
number of input and output tokens that occupy a large per-
centage of GPU memory and potentially prevent requests in
the waiting queue from executing.

8.1 Multi-Model Evaluation
We run workload WA to evaluate the multi-model LLM serving
performance on A100 GPUs with respect to request through-
put and end-to-end latency SLO satisfaction. Additionally, we
also provide an ablation study to understand the contribution
of each LSO to the overall QLM performance.
Request Throughput and SLO Attainment. Figure 8 shows
the request throughput (i.e., requests served per second) for
WA comparing QLM with the baseline mechanisms for vary-
ing percentage of tail model arrival rates (normalized to peak
tail model demand). QLM provides up to 3–4× higher through-
put due to the following factors: (1) The use of request groups
minimizes repeated swapping required as the model would
only be swapped in once per request group instead of per
individual request, and (2) The plan generator couples ev-
ery tail model with another frequently accessed model to
minimize swaps while maintaining an equal distribution of

queue sizes. The improvement in request throughput directly
maximizes the percentage of SLO satisfied for all requests.
Figure 9 shows the percentage of SLO satisfied for the latency-
sensitive services against the percentage of their occurrence
in the whole serving workload. When these latency-sensitive
services constitute less than 5% of the request queue, QLM
satisfies more than 90% of all SLO values. As the relative
percentage of latency-sensitive service requests increases, no
combination of requests would be able to meet all SLOs, and
the plan generator would fail to return a solution. In such
a scenario, a scale-up action is required to add more GPU
devices. We perform this scale-up action to enable 100% SLO
attainment if the current GPU capacity is insufficient. The
baselines perform worse compared to QLM because none of
them consider the impact of model swapping. Other limita-
tions of the baselines are discussed in Section 8.2.
Contribution of Each LSO. Each of the five LSOs used
by QLM, including request pulling/eviction, GPU-CPU state
swapping, model warm start, and load balancing, contributes
to either the latency and/or the throughput of the serving
system. Figure 10 shows the impact of removing each LSO
on QLM performance for WA. The model warm start LSO
contributes the most to QLM performance for both SLOs and
throughput, as multiple models need to be multiplexed on the
same LLM serving instance. Additionally, the other LSOs
contribute primarily to the latency SLO attainment.

8.2 Single-Model Evaluation
We run workload WB on A100 GPUs to evaluate the single-
model LLM serving performance regarding the request
throughput, SLO attainment, and LSO contribution ablation
study (similar to the multi-model evaluation in Section 8.1).
Request Throughput and SLO Attainment. Figure 12
shows the percentage of SLOs that are satisfied by QLM
and the baseline systems. Similar to the multi-model case,
we find that when the queue primarily consists of latency-
sensitive services, none of the systems can satisfy the SLOs.
This is because the minimum serving time is much longer
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than the specified SLO. As the number of latency-sensitive
service requests decreases, QLM performs the best in satisfy-
ing the maximum number of SLOs. Specifically, it performs
better than the baseline mechanisms because: (a) Compared
to vLLM, QLM is able to move latency-sensitive service
requests ahead in the queue, (b) Compared to EDF, QLM
enables appropriate selection between GPU-CPU state swap-
ping and request eviction LSOs, and (c) Compared to SHEP-
HERD, QLM uses continuous batching as opposed to static
batch size and models the auto-regressive LLM nature with
the RCT estimator to increase request throughput. We find
that the advantages of QLM with respect to smart selection
among various LSOs, continuous batching, and appropriate
request prioritization help with improving request through-
put. Figure 11 shows the request throughput for QLM and
the individual baseline mechanisms. QLM achieves higher
throughput, i.e., 20% higher compared to vLLM and EDF,
and 50% higher than SHEPHERD.
Contribution of Each LSO. Figure 13 shows the impact of
removing each LSO considered by the backend LLM serving
instance in QLM. Scheduling and request eviction contribute
significantly to latency reduction for latency-sensitive services
and consequently increase the number of SLOs met. GPU-
CPU state swap increases request throughput by swapping the
KV cache into CPU memory. Finally, model swapping has no
impact on this workload as a single model is being served.

8.3 QLM Robustness Analysis

Hardware Heterogeneity. We run WA on a mix of A10 and
A100 GPUs to evaluate the robustness of QLM performance
in heterogeneous hardware setup. Figure 14 shows request
throughput when the cluster has varying ratios of A10 to
A100 GPUs. The A10 is a lower-end GPU with ∼3× lower
GPU memory and thus is only capable of serving a much
lower request throughput compared to the A100 GPU. QLM
takes into account this difference between request throughput
across GPUs via the RCT estimator with offline profiling, and
the plan generator proportionally assigns a lower number of
requests to the A10 GPU compared to the A100. On the other
hand, if we use a round-robin policy for request assignment to
the LLM serving instances (while using default QLM policy
per instance), the load would be distributed equally, leading
to higher queue drain times for the A10 GPU. Additionally,
we also observe that the benefit of QLM is more compared
to a random policy when the heterogeneity of the cluster is
higher. When the A10 GPUs constitute 20–50% of the cluster
(more heterogeneous), the improvement of QLM over random
policy is 2–5× higher compared to a 100% A10 or 100% A100
composition (more homogeneous).
Mega Prompt Workload. The RCT estimator of QLM takes
into account input and output token distribution when estimat-
ing the request completion time. Consequently, when there
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are distinct token distributions, such as in workload setup
WC, QLM is able to load balance them intelligently across
LLM serving instances to minimize the queue drain time. For
example, in workload WC, the “mega prompts” use a large
number of tokens, and their KV cache occupies the entire
GPU memory, causing head-of-the-line blocking for the regu-
lar requests in the queue. The optimal policy, as identified by
QLM, in such a scenario would be to allocate all the regular
requests to another LLM serving instance. Note that request
eviction is not an option if all SLOs are tight. Figure 15 shows
the benefit of QLM for workload WC. The relative benefit of
QLM is highest for a few mega prompts because the regular
requests can be moved to another GPU. As the percentage of
mega prompts increases, there is no option but to assign them
to different LLM serving instances, causing inevitable HOL
blocking, and the benefit of QLM reduces. In such a case, we
would need to perform a scale-up action and add more GPU
devices to the cluster to continue maintaining SLOs.

Varying Queue Size and Burstiness. The benefit of QLM is
largely present when the queue size is large, and intelligent
decision-making is required for setting LSO actions. Thus,
to show the benefit of QLM under varying queue sizes, we
vary the arrival rates of requests in WB to create a large queue
and compare it against the baseline systems as shown in Fig-
ure 16. When the queue size is 0, QLM offers no benefit in
maintaining SLOs as compared to the baseline approaches
because the system is underutilized and does not require any
smart decision-making. However, as the queue size increases,
the percentage of SLOs met by the baseline systems keeps
dropping due to reasons described in Section 8.2, while QLM
is able to maintain a high SLO satisfaction percentage.

RCT Estimator Accuracy. The RCT estimator calculates
the request completion time based on initial profiling of the
model and hardware setup. This initial profiling time is neg-
ligible as only a single batch of requests need to be run on
the GPU. As described in Section 6, QLM does not assume
that the exact output tokens are known ahead of time, but
instead uses the workload output token distribution. Figure 17

shows the estimated request completion time vs. the actual
request completion time for the RCT estimator across differ-
ent models and hardware configurations. Overall, we find that
the RCT estimator has a high accuracy in estimating request
completion times with an R2 (coefficient of determination)
value of 0.99 (out of 1.0). While the RCT estimator is highly
accurate in estimating request completion time, it is not per-
fect. There could be requests with an outlier number of output
tokens, leading to underestimation and potential SLO viola-
tions. However, current LLM serving systems typically have a
hard limit on the maximum number of output tokens [21, 36],
which eliminates the presence of these outliers.

Impact of Request Group Size. QLM sets the request group
size as a multiple (δ) of the average batch size. The exact δ

value depends on the acceptable trade-off between the over-
head of running the plan generator and the granularity of
decision-making. As δ becomes smaller, QLM achieves a
finer granularity of decision-making, leading to improved per-
formance. However, the overhead leads to delayed decision-
making. Figure 18 demonstrates this tradeoff between perfor-
mance degradation (caused by changing granularity in deci-
sion making) and overhead of the plan generator when varying
δ. At δ = 16, the overhead is smallest, but decision-making
granularity is coarse, leading to sub-optimal decisions (such
as imbalance between virtual queue sizes of LLM serving
instances). In contrast, at δ = 1, the performance degradation
is minimal, but overhead is much higher. We choose δ = 4, as
it results in nearly zero performance degradation, compared
to δ = 1, while maintaining a low overhead.

Scalability and Overhead. The overhead of QLM largely
depends on the time required to solve the stochastic pro-
gramming formulation required by the plan generation. In
Figure 19, we show the time required to solve for the plan
generator with varying queue sizes in terms of the number
of requests. As the basic unit of the solver is a single request
group, the model and GPU configurations with a larger re-
quest group size would be able to handle a much larger queue
size for the same overhead. Consequently, configurations with
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a large request group size, such as an A100 with a 7B model,
can handle a maximum queue size of 400K requests at a 5s
overhead per request group (i.e., 5 ms per request).

9 Related Work

General ML Model-Serving Systems. Traditional model-
serving systems provide functionalities such as schedul-
ing, placement, batching, and autoscaling. Clipper [9],
TensorFlow-Serving [35], MArk [59], InferLine [8], Shep-
herd [60], and Clockwork [16] are some earlier work on serv-
ing traditional ML models like ResNet that are relatively
small. INFaaS [41] and Cocktail [17] propose a model-less
serving framework to automate the model selection and au-
toscaling to meet SLOs. However, they fail to consider the au-
toregressive property of LLMs. On the other hand, advanced
autoscaling techniques are complementary to QLM.
LLM Scheduling Optimization. Existing state-of-the-art
LLM serving systems [21,49,51,57] adopts continuous batch-
ing and a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheduling policy
that suffers from head-of-line (HOL) blocking, which we ad-
dress in QLM. FastServe [55] proposes preemptive schedul-
ing with a Multi-Level Feedback Queue. Andes [27] defines
Quality-of-Experience (QoE) for LLM serving as token de-
livery speed, and proposes a preemptive scheduler that maxi-
mizes QoE. QLM is the first queue management framework
that optimizes end-to-end latency SLO attainment while im-
proving LLM-serving throughput and device utilization by
systematically orchestrating backend LSOs.
LLM Serving Backend Optimization. Various LLM serv-
ing backend optimization techniques have been proposed
to improve token generation throughput and memory cost
while adapting to fine-tuning paradigms such StreamingLLM,
Speculative Decoding, ChunkedAttention, FlashAttention and
more [1, 11, 13, 23, 26, 28, 29, 33, 36, 44, 45, 61, 63, 64]. These
backend LLM-serving optimizations are complementary to
QLM as the LLM serving instance (see Def. 2.3), and their
impact on token generation throughput can be captured with
profiling for the RCT Estimator (see Section 6).

10 Conclusion

We presented QLM, a novel queue management framework
that orchestrates backend LSOs for SLO-oriented LLM serv-
ing. Evaluation using real-world LLM serving datasets on
heterogeneous model types and GPU devices demonstrate
that QLM improves end-to-end latency SLO attainment by
40–90% while improving serving throughput and device uti-
lization by 20-400%. We further discuss extensions to QLM
in Appendix A.3.
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A Appendix

A.1 Sensitivity Analysis on SLO Values
In Section 8, we configure SLO values that are derived from
our production system requirements. To further explore the
choice of SLO value on serving performance, we conduct a
sensitivity study by varying the SLO values and showing the
impact on the performance of QLM and other baselines for
WA. Figure 20 shows the impact of increasing the SLO scale
(i.e., the ratio of SLO value to original SLO requirement) on
SLO satisfaction across requests. As SLOs are relaxed, more
baselines are able to meet all SLOs. For example, Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) and SHPEHERD are the first to be able
to meet all SLOs, when the SLO value is relaxed to 3× and
5× the original SLO value, respectively. This is expected as
both of these mechanisms have an inherent notion of request
ordering based on SLO values. When the SLO value is re-
laxed by 11×, vLLM is also to meet all SLOs. vLLM requires
relatively high SLO relaxation because it adopts a simple
first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheduling policy without any
notion of SLO-based ordering, which results in much worse
HOL blocking compared to the other approaches.
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Figure 20: Impact of varying SLO values on QLM.

A.2 GPU Utilization
QLM achieves higher SLO attainment and equal or higher
throughput compared to other baseline approaches with the
same number of GPU devices. Consequently, the utilization
of these resources is expected to be higher. To demonstrate the
improvement in resource utilization, we measure the average
GPU memory utilization over time. GPU memory utilization
is specifically chosen as LLM serving is primarily a memory-
bound workload. Figure 21 shows the GPU memory utiliza-
tion for WA (multi-model) and WB (single model) workloads.
For WA, we find that GPU utilization is significantly higher
as QLM avoids repeated model swaps that keep the memory
utilization low. For WB, we find that GPU memory utilization
is similar between QLM, EDF, and vLLM as all mechanisms
use continuous batching to improve device memory utiliza-
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Figure 21: GPU memory utilization comparison across LLM
serving systems under multi-model and single-model setups.

tion, and no model swapping is needed for the single-model
setup. On the other hand, SHEPHERD uses dynamic batching
and does not saturate GPU memory, leading to lower memory
utilization and throughput.

A.3 Discussion

What happens if QLM is unable to meet SLOs? QLM’s
plan generator may not be able to find an optimal virtual
queue ordering if the request demand is high and the number
of LLM serving instances (i.e., underlying compute resources)
is insufficient. In such cases, we have three choices: (a) scale
up the number of LLM serving instances by adding GPU
devices, as we demonstrate in Figure 9 and Figure 12, (b) fall
back to a heuristic such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and
continue serving requests, and (c) performance admission
control or rate limiting by dropping incoming requests to
limit queue size. Option (a) can only be used when there are
available resources, whereas Option (b) and Option (c) would
lead to SLO violations.
Can new LSOs be added to QLM? QLM can be extended to
support other LSOs that depend on the queue size and request
ordering. For example, GPU partitioning techniques (such as
Nvidia MIG [34]) can be added as an LSO with additional
constraints on memory in the stochastic programming solver
described in Section 7. We leave the addition of extra LSOs
to our future work.
How can QLM handle request priorities? QLM can
also be used when strict priorities are assigned to re-
quests instead of SLO values. In the strict priority model,
request1 would execute before request2, if priority(request1)
< priority(request2). With strict priority, the relative order-
ing of requests across priorities is pre-decided, however per-
priority assignment still needs to be optimized to minimize
request completion times. Consequently, the concepts of vir-
tual queues, request groups, and the RCT estimator continue
to remain useful. However, the underlying constraints of the
stochastic programming model in the plan generator would
need to be updated to support constraints unique to priorities.
Can SLOs be defined on just the waiting time? QLM ad-
dresses the problem of optimizing end-to-end latency SLO
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attainment. However, it can also be made to work with the
modified objective of waiting time SLOs (i.e., excluding the
execution time). In this case, the RCT estimator and plan
generator can be simplified as only the waiting time (Wq)
needs to be considered for each request group. Additionally,
we can substitute the stochastic programming formulation
with a linear programming solver as waiting times are largely
deterministic, as shown in Insight #1 Section 2.4.
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